
Mimi Soft
Sensual Mimi experience with an added layer of 
silky softness

Offering all of the external stimulation pleasure of Mimi but 
with an added layer of velvety soft and flexible silicone, the 
Mimi Soft is perfect for beginners and aficionados alike.

Mimi Soft’s motor is designed to a low frequency to give 

our signature Je Joue oh-so-low rumbling vibrations. With 

5 speeds and 7 patterns, Mimi Soft offers a wide range of 

vibrations – from a gentle purr to a deep rumble.

Deeper richer sensations

Mimi Soft feels great on the clitoris, and any other area that tickles your fancy, from your nipples to his perineum and 

anywhere in-between. Smooth and soft, Mimi Soft glides across the skin, making it perfect for a body-massage with a 

difference. For a lighter touch, you can also try transferring Mimi Soft’s vibrations through your fingertips, by cradling 

it in your hand and stroking the skin with your fingers. Use the tip to provide pin-point stimulation to the clitoris. 

Use the side to stimulate the labia and the clitoris at the same time. Use Mimi Soft flat to provide a wider stimulation 

of the whole genital area. Mimi Soft also comes with a beautiful blindfold for more fun!

How it works How it charges

Creative Tips

Discreet, comfortable and safe Quick and easy
• To start the toy, hold + for 2 seconds to turn Mimi Soft on

• To increase vibration, click +

• To change from a constant vibration to a pulse vibration, 

click the ~ (middle button). To decrease vibration click - 

• To turn Mimi Soft off, hold – for 2 seconds
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To charge your Mimi Soft, please place the charger directly 

over the Mimi Soft’s buttons and you’ll feel the magnets pull 

it into place (Mimi Soft charges through its buttons). When 

charging, the light will flash. When fully charged the light will 

stay on, until the charger is removed from the buttons. 2 

hours of charge gives you 2 hours of play. 

1 year warranty. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-e0CZxVEOA


We recommend using only water-based lubricants with Mimi Soft. We recommend washing Mimi 

Soft in warm water and soap or a toy cleaner.

MIMI Number of units Total Weight (kg) Height (mm) Width (mm) Depth (mm)

Single box 1 0.42 107 140 82

Half case 10 4.91 145 465 300

Case 20 10.65 325 480 330

Mimi Soft Black
5060170970546

Mimi Soft Purple
5060170970539

Mimi Soft Lilac
5060170970522

Mimi Soft Fuchsia
5060170970522

Toy Specs

Case Specs (USB)

51.6

Height 85.8 mm

Width 51.6 mm

Depth 29 mm

Total Weight 71.6 g
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How to clean

Barcodes (EANs)
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